Accel5™ is an informal learning solution packed with the information your employees need to know. Business book summaries, videos and articles feature key insights from the top minds in business.
Sharpen Skills in Minutes a Day

Many employees do not have the time to dedicate to professional development. That is why Accel5 was created with content that can be consumed in under five minutes a day. With this microlearning platform, employees can develop their soft skills without spending hours or days in training seminars.

Accel5 features summaries of essential business books, exclusive video clips and articles that highlight the main points of a lesson quickly and effectively. Employees can read or watch this content on their lunch break, during their commute or between meetings. With Accel5, continual learning is possible, even for the busiest employee.
Learn From the Top Minds in Business

Accel5 features a long list of top thought leaders sharing their valuable insights. Employees can learn from experts whom they know and trust, such as Marshall Goldsmith, Daniel Pink and Liz Wiseman.

With Accel5, you and your employees can get access to new videos not available anywhere else on the web. Read book summaries from top authors and publishers, including exclusives from Harvard Business Review Press, which are summarized with a focus on key takeaways. Find articles from key business magazines that provide important insights into a specific topic or competency. Content in Accel5 is relevant for all employees — from millennials to seasoned executives.
Developing soft skills is an ongoing task that requires continual support. As best practices evolve, Accel5 will help your employees stay ahead of the curve. Unlike other enterprise learning solutions, Accel5 is constantly being updated with new and original material. Content is refreshed and updated to ensure that it is aligned with current business trends and developments.

Users can explore topics such as communication, leadership, emotional intelligence and much more — in less than five minutes. Concepts and ideas are diverse and actionable so employees can put lessons into practice immediately.
Customize the Platform

*Accel5* is completely customizable to meet the specific needs of any business. Companies can incorporate their branding, logos and design for a completely custom experience. They can highlight their core competencies on the homepage so that users can find the information they need quickly and easily.

Additionally, *Accel5* content can be integrated into any learning management system, SharePoint or other platform to provide users with seamless access to information from multiple points of entry and one-click access through a quick and easy Single Sign-On.
Accel5 is ready to change the way that you and your employees learn.

Request a free trial today

Or visit our website »